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A portable magneto-optical trap with prospects for atom interferometry in civil engineering
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The high precision and scalable technology offered by atom interferometry has the opportunity to profoundly affect gravity surveys, enabling the detection of features of either smaller size or greater depth. While such systems are already starting to enter into the commercial market, significant reductions are required in order to reach the size, weight and power of conventional devices. In this article, the potential for atom interferometry based gravimetry is assessed, suggesting that the key opportunity resides within the development of gravity gradiometry sensors to enable drastic improvements in measurement time. To push forward in realizing more compact systems, techniques have been pursued to realize a highly portable magneto-optical trap system, which represents the core package...
of an atom interferometry system. This can create clouds of $10^7$ atoms within a system package of 201 and 10 kg, consuming 80 W of power.

This article is part of the themed issue ‘Quantum technology for the 21st century’.

1. Introduction

Since the first demonstrations over 25 years ago atom interferometry has proved to be a powerful method of precision inertial sensing. In particular, during this time cold atom-based gravity sensing has achieved the most precise measurement of local gravity to date, 6.7 pg [1]. The exceptional performance is predicted to have a tremendous impact on key topics within metrology and fundamental physics, including topics such as measurement of the fine structure constant [2], the gravitational constant ‘big G’ [3], exploration of the equivalence principle [4–6], redefinition of the kilogram as part of a watt balance [7] and numerous proposals for gravitational wave detection [8–10].

The exceptional promise of laboratory systems and their inherent low drift has led to a global push towards making transportable atom interferometry systems [11–14], targeting a range of future applications. This has focused on reductions in the size of the components needed (such as in the European project, iSense) and in the adoption of more robust technology, culminating in a range of systems being developed for outside of the typical laboratory setting. In particular, companies now offer cold atom-based gravity sensors as a commercial product targeting geophysical type applications [15,16]. These are comparable with alternative technologies for similar applications, such as falling corner cube devices [17], but are still large in size compared with the commercial gravimeters used within ground-based field surveys [18] for the detection of sub-surface structures. In particular, the typical mode of operation within micro-gravity field surveys requires sensors that can be moved by an individual and can operate within an outdoor environment for a full day, typically operating on battery power. This article examines the opportunity offered by bringing atom interferometry into gravity survey applications, in particular, highlighting the potential for drastic improvements in measurement rate and environmental robustness. This would reduce the key barriers preventing gravity surveys being used in wider applications, enabling their use within sectors such as transport or construction. However, to really bring atom interferometry into practical use a significant obstacle still resides in reducing the size sufficiently for their adoption. This article presents a significant step to overcome this barrier by discussing technology developments for the generation of a compact core cold atoms package, which in future could form the central component of an atom interferometry device.

2. Gravity sensing for survey applications

Gravity sensing in field surveys is used to detect features through their density contrast, and has the key advantage over alternative techniques that it is not attenuated by the intervening medium. In comparison with techniques such as ground penetrating radar, this allows the detection of features at greater depth but has the drawback that it is considerably more time consuming. Currently, there is only one gravity sensor system used in field micro-gravity surveys, the Scintrex CG-5 and the recently updated CG-6 [18], and that is used by a limited number of operators. The most obvious promise of atom interferometry based sensors arises from the potential for increased sensitivity, enabling the resolution of either smaller or deeper features than is possible with existing instruments. It has been predicted (within the Innovate UK Sigma project [19]) that a new sensor based on atom interferometry could provide enhanced detectability of targets of a factor of two in depth for a given diameter, or half the diameter at a given depth.

One example of significant impact are the many hundreds of buried mine shafts in the UK alone, whose precise position is not known, and which therefore present a hazard to the use or development of the land. Mine shafts are typically 2 m in diameter, and may be buried under
several metres of spoil or made ground. Existing instruments can detect these mine shafts if they are in the upper 3–4 m. However, the majority are buried at a greater depth, and a factor of two increase in the detectability translated to being able to detect these features at depths up to 5–7 m below current ground level, which brings the majority of mine shafts that are currently undetectable into the range of detection by gravity measurements.

The use of gravity sensing within any application is susceptible to noise arising from various sources, and understanding and accounting for these is critical for obtaining useful information from a gravity survey. In particular, gravity measurements are affected by three different types of noise sources: (i) instrument noise which varies as a function of time and the instrument used; (ii) location based noise which is dependent on the location of the measurement point and which is non-varying as a function of time and (iii) environmental noise, which is both dependent on the measurement location and variable as a function of time. In order to differentiate the signal of interest from the noise, it is important to remove the unwanted signals from the measurements. This is done by two different means: appropriate survey strategies and data post-processing. Some noise sources such as vibrations from, for example, wind noise and wave noise can be removed by sampling over a long period of time. In particular, while wind noise can be suppressed by shielding, wave noise is inherently present within the ground and occurs at sub-hertz frequencies (figure 1), rendering passive vibration isolation platforms ineffective or of impractical size. Common practice using current instruments is to average over 30 s datasets recorded three times in order to statistically reduce the noise to below the level of the signal of the target feature. This means each measuring point is occupied for at least 90 s plus the time taken to align the sensor. While longer sampling would be preferable, this becomes commercially uneconomic.

The susceptibility to noise causing a need to integrate over such long times is one of the key factors in making gravity sensing much slower than its counterpart techniques. Furthermore, this presents a significant barrier to capturing the benefits of using a more precise sensor, as while these can resolve smaller signal sizes detecting smaller signals would require even longer averaging of inherent environmental noise such as wave noise. While this may be acceptable in situations where this provided an enabling technique, such as for the detection of known targets at depth, it would require a prohibitive amount of time for exploratory surveys such as those used prior to construction.

As the primary coupling of wave noise is through vertical acceleration this effect can be strongly suppressed through adoption of gravity gradient sensing. As shown in figure 2, this relies on simultaneously detecting gravity on two sensors separated by a baseline, to provide rejection of noise sources. To accurately measure, it is necessary that environmental noise sources

![Figure 1. Wave noise measured by a Scintrex CG-5 gravimeter. (Online version in colour.)](http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/Downloaded from http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/)
Table 1. Typical sources of noise and their approximate size in a gravity survey. The right-hand columns indicate the effect of noise on an atom interferometry (AI) based quantum sensor with arrows describing whether the effect is more or less impactful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>source of noise</th>
<th>approximate scale (measured using existing gravimeter)</th>
<th>Will it influence an AI gravimeter?</th>
<th>Will it influence an AI gradiometer?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>instrumental noise</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tilt from vertical</td>
<td>0–900 µGal (depending on tilt)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature on sensor</td>
<td>130 µGal mK(^{-1})</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linear creep on sensor springs</td>
<td>&lt;2000 µGal d(^{-1})</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>environmental noise</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>celestial tides</td>
<td>up to 300 µGal in a day</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ocean tidal loading</td>
<td>≈ ±10 µGal</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atmospheric pressure</td>
<td>≈3–7 µGal d(^{-1}) (0.3 µGal hPa(^{-1}))</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seismic noise (ocean waves and earthquakes)</td>
<td>≈ ±50–300 µGal (correlated with the size and periodicity of ocean waves)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man-made noise (vibrations)</td>
<td>dependent on activity and distance from site</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wind noise</td>
<td>short-term spikes of thousands of µGal depending on the weather and shelter</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural soil density variability</td>
<td>poorly understood but will depend on the type of soil</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>measurement position noise</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latitude</td>
<td>≈0.8 µGal m(^{-1}) (at mid latitudes like the UK)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height of sensor from centre of the Earth's gravity</td>
<td>308 µGal per m of elevation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terrain effects</td>
<td>≈ 75 µGal m(^{-1}) of 1800 kg m(^{-3}) of material but depends on size and proximity of terrain and soil density</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buildings</td>
<td>depends on size and building material</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. The noise cancelling effect of the gradiometer configuration in comparison to a conventional gravimeter when measuring the same buried signal. Operation of two or more gravimeters which refer to the same gravitational reference (i.e. the retroreflection mirror in an atom interferometer) necessitates common noise which is largely suppressed in the differential measurement. (Online version in colour.)

are common mode and that both sensors are sufficiently identical in terms of drift and calibration. In contrast with two mass-on-spring based systems, atom interferometry offers the ability to directly couple two zero-drift sensors, by passing one measurement beam through both atom clouds and referencing a single mirror. This results in both atom clouds measuring the same environmental noise, and these being strongly suppressed through subtraction. In laboratory systems, for example, this has been demonstrated in [20,21] to provide better than $-140\text{ dB}$ suppression of acceleration noise from vertical vibrations. Furthermore, this gives the added benefit of making misalignments from the vertical correlated for the pair of clouds, giving a reduced susceptibility to tilt misalignment. Table 1 summarizes how gradiometer operation via atom interferometry alters noise susceptibility compared with a conventional approach.

While alternative techniques exist for gravity gradiometry [22,23], atom interferometry has the potential to reach system sizes relevant to ground-based surveys. This offers a profound opportunity for gravity surveys, as even for devices with similar sensitivity to existing devices, suppression of tilt and wave noise would reduce alignment and integration times to seconds rather than a total of minutes—drastically reducing survey time, and allowing gravity surveys to become more prevalent. Moreover, the reduced noise manifested in the signal of interest will result in faster post-processing, even allowing on-site visualization as fewer measurement points need to be rejected.

3. Compact systems for atom interferometry

An atom interferometer operates by dropping or throwing up a cloud of cooled atoms, which act as ideal test masses in freefall. To measure gravity, three precisely timed pulses of light are shone onto the atoms, transferring momentum to the cloud and placing the atoms into a quantum superposition of two momentum states. The first pulse is tailored to give precisely half of the atoms an extra momentum kick. This causes one half to travel more quickly through space, splitting the cloud in two. After a time $T$ has passed, a second pulse is used to invert the momentum difference of the two clouds, causing them to begin to move towards each other once again. Finally, after further time $T$ a third pulse is used to close the interferometer. As shown in figure 3, the result is analogous to an optical Mach–Zehnder interferometer where the roles of atoms and light have been reversed. The first and last pulses act as beam splitters, while the intermediate serves as a mirror. Rather than observing the interference pattern through optical intensity, the population of two atomic states is measured. During the sequence the atoms
accumulate a phase difference due to gravity, with a sensitivity given by

$$\frac{\Delta g}{g} = \left( k_{\text{eff}} T^2 \sqrt{N} \right)^{-1},$$

(3.1)
where \( N \) is the number of atoms probed and \( k_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective wavevector of the light, which determines the momentum transfer.

In order to assess their potential directly, a portable atom interferometry based gradiometer is being set up at the University of Birmingham. With first prototypes making their first trials outside of the laboratory, shown in figure 4, and a full gradiometry system now in construction, the system is focused on robustness and sensitivity in order to demonstrate a variety of applications. The resulting system is far more substantial than a conventional survey device, and it is clear that reaching a comparable proportion will require step changes in technology.

To address this issue, a highly portable demonstrator system for creating magneto-optical traps (MOTs) has been created. This represents a compact and ruggedized core engine, creating atom clouds which could be used as part of a measurement system. This has been used to trial existing technology options and develop novel techniques which aim at drastic reductions in size, weight and power consumption. The developed platform and techniques aim at pushing along the roadmap towards future compact and low power absolute gravity and gradiometry survey devices, informing the design and implementation of future sensor systems.

The demonstrator comprises a physics package which provides the atoms and the required environment, and a control package which provides all the laser light, stabilization and overall control.

(a) Physics package

The physics package provides rubidium-87 atoms for cooling, and the required vacuum and electromagnetic field environment. In the compact MOT system, it comprises only an ultra-high vacuum chamber and magnetic field generation, but in a sensor would also require magnetic shielding from the external environment.

(i) Pyramidal magneto-optical trap

Key to the compact chamber is a pyramidal MOT design [24], in which a single input beam is split by prisms to achieve three counter-propagating beam pairs. This drastically reduces both the size of the optical delivery system and vacuum chamber, by reducing the number of inputs, and the complexity of the laser system, through not requiring the generation of individual input beams. Furthermore, the use of a single input means that real and polarization induced intensity noise are both common-mode between beam pairs. As sub-Doppler cooling techniques, ubiquitous in atom interferometry, are susceptible to variations in the beam intensity balance between counter-propagating beam pairs, this enables highly stable atom cloud temperatures and enhances the system robustness. While alternative techniques for single beam delivery exist, the pyramidal MOT is used due to its demonstrated ability to reach temperatures of order 1 \( \mu \)K, allowing a large portion of the prepared atoms to be probed.

(ii) Vacuum system

The vacuum chamber is the central component of the system around which the rest of the apparatus is mounted. The vacuum system shown in figure 5a comprises five components—the custom main chamber and commercial feedthrough, cross, valve and ion pump. The chamber is designed such that its radius is limited by the size of the prisms, which in turn is chosen to provide a certain atom number. The back-end of the chamber is limited by the size of the ConFlat 16 flange standard used to connect to the vacuum peripherals. Atoms are supplied through a commercial atom source.

The cylindrical chamber was machined in-house from a single piece of titanium with space at the base for the four optical prisms and a mirror and wave-plate to reflect the central portion of the beam. These combine to provide the required counter-propagating beam pairs, as shown in figure 5b. Each of these items was fixed in place with a small amount of vacuum adhesive [25]. The top of the chamber was machined to give a large diameter aperture and sealed with an indium
Figure 5. (a) Assembled vacuum system. The custom three-dimensional MOT region is connected to the atom source and evacuation components via a four-way cross. All commercial components are stainless steel while our chamber is manufactured in-house from titanium. (Dimensions in mm.) (b) Generation of the six cooling forces used in the three-dimensional MOT geometry. A single, large diameter beam is incident on four reflective prisms and a flat mirror. The prisms form four transverse cooling forces while the incident and mirror-reflected beams provide the axial forces. (Online version in colour.)

glass-to-metal window to increase optical access to all of the prisms from a normally incident laser beam. Four additional window holes were machined on the side walls of the chamber to provide optical access for imaging which were also indium sealed. To provide the initial rough pumping during bakeout the chamber was connected to a turbomolecular pump, and during regular operation the system is pumped by a 2 l s$^{-1}$ ion pump.

The ConFlat 16 standard used in the vacuum assembly currently presents the limitation for the miniaturization of the system. Use of hermetic sealing techniques, such as copper pinching which has been demonstrated at the $10^{-10}$ torr level [26], would allow for removal of the valve and further reduction in the package size. Another potential improvement is removal of the ion pump in favour of a completely passive pumping arrangement of getter material like those being explored in [27].

(iii) Magnetic fields

The MOT requires a gradient field to give spatial compression to laser cooling. The pyramidal MOT scheme used in this work employs the same magnetic field profile as experiments using three pairs of beams along orthogonal axes. This has been achieved through two approaches, initially using the typical approach of a pair of coils in a near anti-Helmholtz geometry, creating a linear gradient which is zero at the centre of the trapping region. The small size of the vacuum chamber allows compact coils to be placed close to the atoms and create gradients of $15$ G cm

To create a more compact and low power physics package, the use of permanent magnets has been investigated. These are routinely used in cold atom experiments for atom loading, within two-dimensional MOTs and Zeeman slowers [28,29], to provide a spatially varying potential.
Figure 6. Simulated magnetic field in the $x-y$ plane from four permanent magnets placed outside the vacuum chamber. The central region has a linear profile suitable for atom trapping. (Online version in colour.)

Figure 7. Measurement of the transverse component of the magnetic field generated by four permanent neodymium magnets in the north-inward configuration. A fitted gradient of 10.94 G cm$^{-1}$ is within an acceptable range for rubidium trapping experiments. (Online version in colour.)

For the generation of the fields needed to trap atoms in a three-dimensional MOT a north-inward configuration as simulated in figure 6 is employed. To realize this experimentally, four neodymium permanent magnets are mounted into a purpose built enclosure which positions the magnets precisely around the chamber. Figure 7 shows the measured gradient along the $x$-axis, with this reaching 11 G cm$^{-1}$ at the centre. The $z$-axis gradient is twice as strong, providing a field appropriate for magneto-optical trapping. Once installed, atom clouds can be successfully realized, with no measured change in atom number or cloud distribution.

This provides a 40% reduction in radial size, limited by the size of the vacuum chamber, and almost a factor of 20 reduction in weight when compared with the coil alone. It also reduces the need for a power source, effectively removing the need for a current supply. In addition, there is a corresponding reduction of power consumption. This is of particular relevance for systems aiming at ultra-low power operation, such as space-borne or battery powered systems, but is also
relevant to current systems. For example, although the compact MOT system has coils which only consume 6.4 W, the coils of a sensor system will typically consume in excess of 20 W.

However, it should be noted that employing this technique within a sensor will require further development. In particular, the inability to remove the magnetic field will inhibit reaching low temperatures using sub-Doppler cooling in the same region, requiring solutions such as a separate cooling location.

(b) Control package

The control package provides the light generation, light frequency stabilization and required control to run a MOT system. For the current system the control is static, and would require scaling up to a timing sequence in order to operate as a sensor.

(i) Laser system

The light used to cool and trap the atoms is generated using mature telecom laser technology to provide a robust and compact system with narrow linewidth and high optical power [30–32]. Generation of the desired light frequencies, powers and distribution are performed within fibre and fibre integrated components to alleviate alignment issues, drastically improving resilience against effects such as mechanical shock or vibration. While this introduces concerns over polarization stability, potentially arising from mechanical and thermal drifts, this is strongly mitigated by the use of the pyramid MOT geometry which makes these common-mode to each cooling direction. The result is a system largely insensitive to external disturbance, and operable in a range of environments.

Figure 8 shows the schematic arrangement of the laser components. A single distributed feedback fibre laser (NKT Photonics Koheras Basik) is used to seed the entire system. The two frequencies needed for cooling $^{87}$Rb atoms on the $D_2$ transition are derived from the carrier and first-order frequency sideband created by phase modulation. Light from the seed laser is passed through a z-cut, lithium niobate electro-optical modulator (EOM) with a bandwidth of 10 GHz. Modulation at approximately 6.5 GHz generates a weak sideband which acts as the repumping frequency on the $|F = 1 \rangle \rightarrow |F' = 2 \rangle$ transition while the strong carrier acts as the cooling frequency on the cycling $|F = 2 \rangle \rightarrow |F' = 3 \rangle$ transition. The same system can be used to operate as a Raman laser system for atom interferometry by shifting the modulation frequency to 6.8 GHz and increasing the sideband power ratio accordingly.

The modulated light is amplified up to 1 W with an erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) (NKT Photonics Boostik OEM module) before being passed into a periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguide (NTT Electronics wavelength conversion module) which achieves a conversion efficiency of $>50\%$ per watt. For typical operation the EDFA is driven at 250 mW to generate the 100 mW needed for the cooling light.

(ii) Laser frequency stabilization

In order to provide stabilization of the laser, we employ a technique for locking to the MOT directly, using the fluorescence signal arising from the atoms. This allows the removal of the entire
atomic spectroscopy typical for magneto-optical trapping experiments, reducing overall system size and complexity, and saving optical power.

Monitoring the MOT fluorescence with a photodiode allows the creation of a locking signal (figure 9). This acts as the reference for a side-of-fringe lock by comparing a set-value against the photodiode voltage. This permits adjustment of the frequency over a range of approximately 6 MHz, centred on the MOT fluorescence maximum, and can be used for fine adjustment of the frequency.

In order to maintain a laser lock the control system needs a MOT present, thus requiring a multiple stage locking system. The first stage does a quick (31 s) sweep over a 2.4 GHz range to find an initial peak in the signal (region I of figure 10), this step identifies where in the frequency range the MOT is located and determines the background level.

The second stage (region II of figure 10) scans the frequency over a smaller range of 160 MHz in 21 s. The scan rate can be adjusted to account for the time scale set by the atom loading rate. This scan determines the MOT parameters required for lock control:

- maximum MOT signal = maximum measurement − background
- lower bound = 50% maximum MOT signal + background

**Figure 9.** MOT signal seen by the photodiode. This plot shows the photodiode signal recorded as a function of laser frequency. The MOT is present on the 8 MHz frequency range. The signal of the MOT is approximately 46% of the total signal.

**Figure 10.** Locking stages. This plot shows the three steps used to find the MOT and stabilize the laser. Region I scans the frequency of the laser by 2.4 GHz in 31 s. Region II scans the laser on narrower frequency range of 160 MHz to determine the maximum MOT signal, set point, upper and lower bounds. Region III shows the laser frequency stabilized producing a MOT with the given set point.
After the parameters for the MOT have been identified from these two stages a side-of-fringe lock is enabled. The locking scheme is shown in figure 11. The signal from the photodiode is fed into the Arduino control system, which processes the signal and feeds back into the laser piezo driver which adjusts the frequency to stabilize the laser. The program checks if the MOT signal is between the lower and upper bounds, and then either leaves the system unchanged or applies a shift to compensate. If the MOT parameters are outside acceptable bounds then a stepwise shift of 0.25 MHz is applied to the laser frequency until these conditions are met. If the parameters are acceptable then the error signal \( e(t) \) is calculated by the difference between the current measurement point and the predetermined set point. The correction, \( \Theta(t) \), is given by

\[
\Theta(t) = \begin{cases} 
\kappa_{pu} \times e(t) + \text{offset} & \text{if } e \text{ is } +ve \\
\kappa_{pd} \times e(t) + \text{offset} & \text{if } e \text{ is } -ve,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \kappa_p \) is the proportional constant, and the offset is the position of the MOT in frequency space (region II of figure 10). The proportionality constant has two values, one to increase frequency \( \kappa_{pu} = 8 \text{ kHz} \) and one to decrease \( \kappa_{pd} = 32 \text{ kHz} \) as above. The need for two proportionality constants comes from the nonlinear relationship of the input voltage and frequency for the laser control. The result of this control can be seen on region III of figure 10. From this it can be seen that a lock can be achieved with this technique within 60 s of activating the laser control. To achieve a stable lock there needs to be sufficient contrast between the signal and the background, with typical values being a peak of 260 mV and a background level of 140 mV, with 46% attributed to the MOT signal.

(iii) System control

The control system communicates with the individual components and gathers the information. Doing this centrally allows safety features to be implemented; such as activating the seed laser first in order to prevent damage to the amplifier (EDFA). The control is implemented using a Raspberry Pi.

The Raspberry Pi was chosen due to its compact design and a large number of open source libraries. In order to facilitate the ease of communication with the Pi, a camera and touch screen produced by the same company were chosen as this can guarantee compatibility. To enhance user friendliness, all interaction with the device is done via the Raspberry Pi touch screen. The activation and locking of the laser can be done via the push of a single button, while changes to laser frequency or intensity are done by changing the value of a number. The screen also provides live data about the state of the system displaying the image of the MOT for direct monitoring while also giving information about the stability of laser temperature and frequency.
Figure 12. (a,b) Laser system mounted around the vacuum chamber. The entire box can be closed off and easily transported with carrying handles fixed to the top. (Online version in colour.)

4. Integration

The integration design focused on creating a single package with minimal overall footprint volume of the system. For this reason the vacuum assembly was designed to be tall but narrow, limited by the size of the standard CF16 valve and tee used. This is mounted onto a base plate comprised of a standard Thorlabs 20 × 20 cm aluminium breadboard, with a machined counterpart acting as a top plate. The electronic and laser components and the power generation are mounted around the periphery using a metallic mesh for support, as shown in figure 12. The system is sealed using a pair of metallic covers which affix onto the top and bottom plates. The optical delivery telescope is mounted onto the top plate, guiding the beam into the chamber.

Once assembled, the system has a footprint of 200 × 200 × 500 mm³ with the optical telescope attached, providing a significant amount of free space above the chamber. The total height of the system, minus the telescope, is 35 cm. The system weight is approximately 10 kg if using an integrated ion pump controller. If using coils to generate the magnetic field, there is free space for an additional power source to be integrated inside the package. The power consumption when running at peak power is 80 W, which is dominated by consumption within the laser system, in particular the amplifier. For a sensor system, the overall power consumption would be expected to roughly halve due to the duty cycle. The system can generate MOTs of 10⁷ atoms.

5. Conclusions

The high precision and scalable technology offered by atom interferometry has the opportunity to profoundly influence gravity surveys, in particular through the development of gradiometry systems. These are necessary in order to reduce measurement times, which is key to bringing gravity surveys into wider applications and more prevalent use. This is also important if desiring to harness future improvements in sensitivity, to prevent small signals from being obscured by environmental noise such as from waves. To push the technology envelope towards what is required in ground-based survey applications, a robust and portable atomic trap system has been developed, targeting significant reductions in size, weight and power. This forms the core package necessary for sensing, and while not operational as a sensor, it contains the majority of the required system, primarily needing extensions to the control system and magnetic shielding. While this demonstrates the feasibility of reducing the size and weight of the system to a level comparable to a conventional gravimeter, a clear barrier remains regarding power consumption.
Here, while conventional sensors can operate using 5 W of power, our MOT package still requires 80 W peak power. This is still restrictive if targeting long operation times on battery power. However, it is worth noting that the predicted time saving achieved through improved measurement rates may ease requirements in this direction. Achieving drastic reductions in power consumption will require reductions in optical power generation, for example, through the development of highly stable 780 nm laser systems, to avoid efficiency losses in frequency doubling, or through techniques allowing operation with a reduced atom number.
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